
Interest Groups

Organization of people with 
shared policy goals entering 
policy process at one of 
several points

-Interest groups are policy 
specialists; political parties 
policy generalists

-Interest groups are innately 
biased: they have opinions 
on an issue and want public 
policy influenced in favor of 
their opinion

-Impartial: having no opinion 
on an issue



There are four broad 

categories of interest 

groups:

● Public interest groups

● Corporate interest 

groups

● Labor interest groups

● Special interest groups 

(this almost becomes 

the “miscellaneous” 

category)



Types of Interest Groups

-Economic Interest Groups

Business organizations: try to 
influence government decisions on 
issues that affect their industry

e.g., U.S. Chambers of Commerce 
formed in 1912 to counterbalance 
unions and exists today

Professional associations: represent 
the interests of certain professions

e.g., American Medical Association

Labor unions: better wages, better 
working conditions and better 
benefits

e.g., American Federation of Labor 
and Congress of Industrial 
Organizations (AFL-CIO)



Equality Interest Groups:

Racial/ethnic: National 
Association for the 
Advancement of Colored 
People (NAACP)

Sex or gender: National 
Organization for 
Women (NOW)

Age: American Association 
of Retired Persons 
(AARP)





-Environmental Interest Groups:

Sierra Club: protecting wildlife 
and natural resources

Greenpeace: disrupting nuclear 
tests

-Single-Issue Interest Groups:

National Rifle Association (NRA): 
gun ownership protection

MADD: Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving



Success of Interest Groups

-Smaller groups are 
better organized and 
more focused on their 
group’s goals

-Consumer groups 
have a difficult time 
getting significant 
policy gains because 
benefits are spread 
over entire population

-Groups that can 
provide selective 
benefits sometimes 
overcome the 
problem



Intensity:

-Single-Issue groups: groups that focus on a narrow interest and dislike 
compromise
-Groups may focus on an emotional issue, providing them with a 
psychological advantage
-May be more likely to use protests and other means of political 
participation than traditional interest groups that use lobbyists

Success of Interest Groups



Financial resources:

-Not all groups have 
equal amounts of 
money

-Monetary 
donations usually 
translate into access 
to politicians, like 
phone calls and 
meetings

-Groups with more 
funds to spend don’t 
always win in the 
policymaking arena 
(membership and 
support is also very 
important)

Success of Interest Groups



Free-rider problem: some people don’t join interest groups 
because they benefit from group’s activities without officially 
joining

-The bigger the group, larger the free-rider problem

-Large groups can be difficult to keep organized

The Surprising Ineffectiveness of Large Groups



Lobbying

Communication by someone other than a citizen acting on his own 
behalf, directed to a governmental decision-maker with the hope of 
influencing their decision

-Lobbyists work at all levels of government

-Can help politicians plan political strategies for legislation

-Can help politicians plan political strategies for reelection campaigns

-Can provide ideas and innovations that can be turned into policies for which 
the politician can take credit



Direct interest group 
involvement in 
election process

-Interest groups may 
contribute money to 
both sides

-Interest groups can 
help with campaigns

-Many interest 
groups have formed 
Political Action 
Committees (PACs) 
to collect money for 
their groups and use 
it to support some 
candidates and 
oppose others

Electioneering



Regulation of Lobbying
-Past activities of lobbyists have been questionable

Government regulation:

-Monitoring activities to stop bribery

-Reporting lobbying activities: must disclose who hired them, how much they 
are paid, and how much money they spend related to work

-Waiting period for former government officials to become lobbyists (states 
have a “cooling off” period of up to six years)



Effects of Lobbying
-Many argue lobbyists still have too much influence in government

-Many argue they make the government more responsive, communicate 
people’s needs to their representatives, and pressure politicians


